
New Forest Sailability AGM 2018 

Chairman's report for 2017 

Sailing conditions in 2017 were less good that 2016 (probably an unusually good season) as we 
suffered from bad weed and lots of bad weather after June. Nevertheless, we had plenty of very 
good sailing and only cancelled 5 days (3 in 2016 but 7 in 2015). 

Our sailor sessions were 7% lower at 2,467, although they were up in April - June and then down 
from July - October almost certainly due to weed and bad weather. The race and skipper training on 
Thursdays was well attended and we had 259 sailor sessions up 46% from 2016. 

We continued to see a good number of sailors eagerly work on their Certificates of Achievement, 
several achieved awards during the season, notably Stuart at the highest Platinum level and Jack at 
Gold. 

We ran a very successful Hansa Nationals over 3 days in July with 8 races and an excellent dinner on 
the Saturday night at the Alice Lisle. The activity of the race and skipper training helped encourage a 
very good turnout of NFS competitors and we had nine entries overall. We were complimented by 
the Hansa Class Association on how well the event was organised and run and this testament to the 
effort and willingness of so many volunteers. 

Natalia Hillman, a 12 year old NFS member, won the 2 handed 303 class and Rory Morrison and 
Stuart Foreman were second and third respectively in the 2.3 fleet. 

The Hansa Novice Cup was awarded to Stuart, who was competing in his first Hansa event and 
showed determination to sail every race, including one on his own. 

New Forest presented two further discretionary prizes, to Martin Hadley and Angela Cosford to 
primarily celebrate Martin's long dedication to competing in Hansa events and being the leading 
representative over the years of New Forest's race team and to Sarah Harrison for competing whilst 
being one of our recreational sailors and not benefitting from race coaching or practice. 

Our team's participation in away TT events was reduced this year but Steve Kitson showed 
considerable resilience to continue competing, doing so in three different classes depending on the 
availability of crew or boats, and despite this spreading of his favours still achieved 4th place in the 
season's National series including a first at the Oxford event in strong winds. A number of other 
sailors are getting a taste of competing away and some essential trailer-towing volunteers have 
stepped forward so we will continue to push this in 2018. 

A special vote of best wishes goes to Martin and his family as they have moved this January to live in 
Scotland and his contribution to the NFS race team and humour as a good friend will be missed. 

We will be running volunteer training again during March and the sessions will cover all aspects of 
running our sailing days including rigging, hoists, reception and membership joining, safety boat etc. 
This training is very important to make sure that everyone is familiar with our practices to maximise 
the safety of sailors and volunteers and properly maintain our boats and equipment. Thus we expect 
all volunteers to attend a training session, to cover those volunteer roles they expect to fulfil. Any 
that are unable to do so will be given a briefing once the season has started. One new practice we 
wish to fully implement is to have all skippers carry radios, an easy enhancement to safety and 



communication. 
Over the winter we have agreed on three capital investment projects that will improve how we 
operate for the benefit of sailors and volunteers: 

We have installed a walkway from the clubhouse to the shed that gives a more even and smooth 
surface for walking, wheelchairs and moving the buoyancy aid trolleys. 

We are replacing the black pontoon next the shed slipway with one of solid construction like the 
main pontoon. This will make it much more stable to walk on and become wheel chair accessible. It 
will have a hoist point at the outer end. 

We are buying a second safety boat, which will be similar to Jaffa with a drop down bow for rescuing 
people from the water. This will become the main safety boat. Jaffa will be used for a variety of 
purposes, the last being an innovation: 

• As our second safety boat for when carers need to shadow a sailor, relieving the need to rely 
on Spinnaker boats 

• Similarly as an extra boat when weed is a problem 
• To take sailors out for an alternative experience when there is no wind or weed is a problem 
• To take some of those sailors out that are not actively participating in sailing the 303s. This 

will remove the need for hoisting, will improve sailor/volunteer ratios both on the pontoon 
and for skippering and it has been shown that the experience is at least as rewarding for the 
sailors. 

As we all know, none of this happens without our superb group of volunteers. There are a 
considerable number of you that put in an exceptional amount of work, some very much behind the 
scenes, and others that contribute when and as they can, which is equally valuable. 

We are conscious that an enjoyable and rewarding experience for volunteers is essential for the 
successful running of NFS, which is why, amongst other things, we encourage volunteers to do a 
variety of roles as they wish, to learn to sail or otherwise learn new skills. 

Thus I propose a very big thank on behalf of the sailors to all our volunteers. 


